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Studies in Palmyrene
Archaeology and History
The oasis city of Palmyra in the Syrian Desert, a major centre of trade, politics, and religious
practice in the ancient world, is a world-renowned site. Although Palmyra was the focus of
historical study and discussion from as early as the twelfth century, knowledge of the city’s
existence was then ‘lost’ to the western world, before it was rediscovered by Europeans in
the seventeenth century. Since this time, scholarly interest in the city has continued to
develop, and many aspects of the city’s archaeology and history have been addressed. This
series provides a unique publication forum intended to draw together various international
research traditions about Palymra, and to make them available in one place for the first time.
The series welcomes both monographs and edited collections addressing a variety of
subjects connected with Palmyra, including archaeology, history, and historiographic and
cultural heritage publications, as well as museum and collection studies.
Method of peer review: Double-blind undertaken by a
member of the Editorial Board or an external specialist
Fields of interest: Historical, cultural and religious studies,
including also areas such as art history, philosophy,
archeology, anthropology and social sciences

General Editor

Geographical scope:
Palestine and Near East
Chronological scope:
Antiquity

Editorial Board

Ted Kaizer, (Palmyrene religion and history)
Eivind Seland, (Palmyrene hinterland and trade)
Maura Heyn (Palmyrene iconography and gender studies)
Jean-Baptiste Yon (Palmyrene epigraphy and history)
Emanuele Intagliata (post-antique Palmyra)

Rubina Raja, Aarhus Universitet
rubina.raja@cas.au.dk

Publishing Manager

Rosie Bonté
rosie.bonte@brepols.net
Submissions

This series warmly welcomes volume proposals for both monographs and thematically coherent essay
collections.
Main Language(s) accepted: English
Additional Languages: French, German, Italian, Spanish

Author Information

Brepols Publishers’ general guidelines in English and a proposal
form for authors and editors are available at:
http://www.brepols.net/Pages/Getfile.aspx?dlfi=88
All volumes in this series are evaluated by an Editorial Board, strictly
on academic grounds, based on reports prepared by referees who
have been commissioned by virtue of their specialism in the
appropriate field. The Board ensures that the screening is done
independently and without conflicts of interest. The definitive texts
supplied by authors are also subject to review by the Board before
being approved for publication.

Why Publish with Brepols?






Authors work closely with and benefit from the expertise of
the Editorial Board.
Comprehensive peer review ensures books published with
Brepols have a reputation for high-quality scholarship.
Continuity of care - authors work with the same publishing
manager throughout the publication process.
We offer comprehensive copyediting by experienced editors
with a background in Medieval or Early Modern Studies.
All volumes published with Brepols are distributed and
marketed worldwide.
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